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ROUSE ARTEFACT: AN EXPLORATION OF THE NARRATIVE 

STYLE OF JANE AUSTEN 

BY LUCY COLLIER 
 
It is widely regarded as common knowledge that when a woman has declared her mind, nothing at all can 
persuade her to think otherwise. This notion was particularly well known to Mr. Weston, a man whose 
family had for a great many generations occupied the large estate of Pembrooke, and had acquired such 
an enormous wealth that had thus collected the general good opinion and loud respect of their 
surrounding residents, whom, in private, declared no shortage of jealousy toward the fortunes of the 
family, aside from the unfortunate event of Mr. Weston having three unmarried daughters, and sorely 
lacking an heir. 
 
Though of a quiet disposition and in general, a nervous nature, Mr. Weston had, for a time, ventured to 
persuade his daughters of all the positives of marriage which he supposed to be the case, though through 
no experience of his own, but much to the frustration and disappointment of his wife, whose impatient 
nature and frequent bouts of temper had all the more worsened his nerves through all four and twenty 
years of their marriage, he had been unable to make their daughters see any sense at all! In Mrs. Weston’s 
mind, this simply would not do, and aided in passionate spirits by the youngest of her daughters, 
Charlotte, who was but twelve, yet held the most sensible view of matrimony of them all, she strongly 
protested against the minds of her eldest two, declaring it her greatest ambition that all three daughters 
should, as immediately as possible, be married off to respectable husbands, for Mr. Weston could not 
provide an heir and so the house would not be left with them, should he pass on. Alas, what were they to 
do? 
 “And with those nerves of his, my dear Sophia,” said she one day to her second eldest, who had, 
although immensely tired of the subject, allowed herself to be engaged in quite the one-sided conversation 
of marriage for the better part of an afternoon, and such was her patience, much in contrast with her 
mother, that she listened quietly, keeping all her disagreements to herself so as not to provide cause for 
her mother’s state to become any more frantic, “I expect his passing on is most likely not to be too far in 
the future at all!” 
 
Mr. Weston, upon hearing all this, knew neither if he should be relieved or distressed at the thought, but, 
as it was his custom, nodded his hasty assent.  
 “It is imperative you see sense and find yourselves respectable husbands,” continued she. “The 
estate shall soon belong to some distant relative of Mr. Weston’s, and I shall be left in great sorrow, should 
I have no place to reside. You must marry; there is an abundance of single, wealthy gentlemen in the area, 
with excellent breeding and of proper manners. And yet you refuse! Why, just this morning did I witness 
six or seven suitors arriving at our door, and you drove each right back away! Again!” 
 “With good reason!” cried her eldest daughter with indignation, whose temperament was much 
akin to her mother’s, and who knew, with as strict a resolution as her mother’s for the opposite, that she 
was never to marry; in ensuring this fact, she had decreed with strict instruction that her father never 
supply his permission for any match regarding herself, no matter who begged her hand in marriage. She 
was strongly inclined never to be married, and repeated as much whenever her mother or youngest sister 
broached the subject. 

“I shall never be married, for a marriage to any gentleman in this area would be the most 
frustrating exercise imaginable. They are each so plain and insufferably dull as the next, and none should 
understand me in the slightest!” 

“My dear Ada!” exclaimed her mother, with more vigor than necessary, as she knew the words to 
be perfectly true. “It is not a matter of dullness, or even that of handsome appearance. Plenty of those with 
whom we are intimately acquainted have been married to the gentlemen nearby, and have found 
themselves to be perfectly understood and content in the ways of matrimony. A match must be agreed 
upon, for otherwise I shall have failed in my greatest ambition; I shall have raised two perfectly insensible 
daughters! Sophia, tell me that you see sense!”  
But Sophia could tell her no such thing, as, much like her sister, she was adamant in her ways not to be 
married, for although she agreed with the sentiment, she did not believe that any of the suitors who had 
visited her thus far, of whom there had been many, would provide for her the love she wished to receive; 
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and thus was her stance, in sturdy opposition to her mother. She said as much, in gentler terms, but still 
her mother remained most agitated.  

“I should be glad to marry!” announced Lottie suddenly, with enthusiasm, for such a subject 
brought her great joy to discuss; she did not mind that her two sisters remained at such different opinions 
to herself. “I did speak to all the suitors yesterday, and I believe each of them to be perfectly good-natured 
and of the kindest disposition. I say, they would make the greatest husbands of all!” 
 
At this, Mrs. Weston exclaimed, “Alas! The greatest of husbands! Oh, how you have missed out! I heard 
from Mrs. Barnes just yesterday that Miss Barnes entertained the most delightful of suitors for tea, and 
that she is most certain he will be making a proposal within a week. Oh, why can you not be more like 
Miss Barnes? Mr. Weston, you must convince them to marry, or else what are we to do!” But as her 
husband opened his mouth, she cried, “oh! do not interrupt me, I beg of you. No- why, Mr. Weston, you 
speak a great deal too much. I shall convince our girls.” And at length, she continued her speech of 
marriage, much to the disappointment of Sophia, who would not be swayed in her position, and talked 
with the highest praise of Miss Barnes, much to the irritation of Ada; then, when she had decided she was 
suitably vexed, she quit the room, Lottie following her hastily and remarking all manner of gentle 
assurances, as was her way.  
 
A short while later, Mr. Weston made his own hasty exit from the drawing-room, and Ada and Sophia 
climbed the stairs together to their bedroom.  
 “She does not know of whom she speaks!” cried Ada, pacing the room with great agitation. She 
found her mother’s mind to be incomprehensible as she appeared to draw the most absurd conclusions 
from all the wrong observations; that was why she wished her daughter’s married; she thought that they 
should run out of suitors. Pah! Impossible! The Miss Weston’s had the greatest number of suitors than 
any family had ever heard of, which, although Ada deemed this correctly to be an accomplishment, and 
was proud, it only added further to the jealousy of all the mothers around the area, and made Mrs. Weston 
appear to them, though they stated it only in private, even more insufferable than she was already, for she 
did not deserve such an honour. They were vexed by her situation and nature, as was Ada. “How can she 
sing such high praises of Miss Barnes? Miss Barnes is the most disagreeable of women I have ever had the 
misfortune to acquaint myself with. She is most opinionated; and I can never get a word in edgeways 
during conversation, which at best is thoroughly dry. She is plain, and she is dull, and I should hope never 
to be like Miss Barnes.”  
 
She was, in fact, exactly like Miss Barnes; of a strong mind, determined nature but sorely lacking in good 
humour, though with a most handsome face to make up for that fact.  
 “It is lucky that you are not, then,” said Sophia, for although she knew the opposite to be true, she 
was not prone to aggravate her sister further. “Although our situations are most similar, with equal wealth 
and estates of grandeur, you do conduct yourself in an entirely more sensible manner; though I do quite 
agree with your assessment of her character.” 
 “It is because I am far more accomplished; I am not distracted by the follies of matrimony, like 
Miss Barnes, and I shall stay that way. I should very much not like to marry and have my hours governed 
by a husband who wishes me to conduct myself in a manner according entirely to his feelings. Pah! but a 
suitor for Miss Barnes, and a potential husband too, my mother spoke of. I do not believe it. I would 
sooner be married than she. Even the most enormous dowry could be bestowed upon her, and not a single 
man would be persuaded to take her hand in marriage. She is such an insufferable creature!” 
Sophia found her sister’s insults to be quite dramatic, but allowed her to continue in her speech late into 
the evening, and though she endeavoured with great patience and good will to calm her sister from such 
an agitated state, Ada insisted on pacing the room for several hours more, and Sophia could do nothing 
but listen, as was her custom.  
 
*** 
 
The next morning, a letter arrived from Mrs. Barnes, addressed to Mrs. Weston, who had still yet to forget 
her agitation of the day before. She fancied herself always to be in the right, with the present circumstance 
no exception, and thus snapped at all members of her household that morning, with the exception of dear 
Lottie, who was the sweetest girl on all the world, who neither she, nor anybody, could find fault with or 
reason to be upset. She snapped most particularly at her husband, after having a similar conversation 
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again with her daughters over breakfast as the day before, and every other day it seemed, and after finding 
her daughter’s minds had still yet to change on the subject, she scolded her husband most severely for 
allowing so many a suitor to disappear without the accompaniment of even one of his daughters! What 
were they to do! 
 
But when Mr. Weston disappeared to the library at the earliest opportunity, he knew his wife to be ill-
informed. Contrary to her belief, it was not due to his incompetence that the eldest of his daughters 
remained unmarried; for darling Ada, it was because not one suitor had come to seek her hand; each had, 
instead, sought the hand of her gentler, better mannered sister, who, at one and twenty, was considered 
the most desirable woman in all the area, though she would never think of herself in such terms. She was 
not conceited; she was intelligent and of great accomplishment. But it was not at all his incompetence that 
led to her being unmarried either; it was because he knew she wished to fall in love and marry, not marry 
to be married off, as she had confided in him these things with greater emotion and reverence than she 
had repeated to her mother, and because of that, along with her nature which he knew to be similar to his 
own, he wished to support her. Thus, he allowed each of her suitors to depart, disappointed, after meeting 
with him only a short while, and thus was his predicament; a daughter without suitors who wished never 
to marry, a daughter with suitors who wished for love, and a daughter who wished to be married with 
most eagerness and enthusiasm, but at twelve, was not at liberty to do so. Although to appease his wife, 
Mr. Weston had rather thought he should have to marry off darling Lottie perhaps sooner rather than 
later; although, as with all decisions, he could not determine what affect it would have on his wife; 
whether she would indeed be pleased by it, or whether the loss of her youngest daughter might, in fact, 
worsen her temper, and in turn, his nervous temperament.  
 
He knew not what to do, so resolved to do nothing at all, and sat down with a book, nursing a headache, 
with the hopes that the issues of marriage should resolve themselves, somehow, on their own, although 
they never seemed to do so.  
 
The letter which had arrived was quickly snatched up and read by Mrs. Weston not long after Mr. Weston 
had disappeared to the library. Reading it once through, she exclaimed with delight, and, dropping all 
expressions and manifestations of her vexed and troubled mind, looked up with a smile at her three 
daughters, once again seated in the drawing-room, and cried, “Aha! It was a Mr. Sherwood who visited 
Miss Barnes the day before last. A fine, single gentleman, by Mrs. Barnes observations, and apparently of 
great fortune, too!” 
 “But how can that be?” puzzled Sophia. “We are acquainted with all our neighbours, and 
acquainted intimately with most, and we do not know a Mr. Sherwood.” 
 “He has just arrived!” declared Mrs. Weston with enthusiasm, “and has been installed at 
Alderham for not yet a full week. He is well known by Mr. Barnes, it appears, and is of good breeding, 
good humour, and quite well mannered. All in all, a fine gentleman, and an even finer husband. Aha! And 
dear Mrs. Barnes has written too to invite us to tea so that we may be introduced. Oh, what a good friend I 
have in Mrs. Barnes; she knows me so well. She writes too that her son, Edward, has just returned from 
his travels  so- Oh, Lottie, dear, this means you may at last be able to meet him! Oh, what luck! And to 
think I almost missed his arrival. Aha!” 
 “You say that Mr. Barnes has returned home?” said Ada. 
 “Yes, dear, I did indeed. You must listen more closely.” She looked up from the letter and smiled. 
“Well? We must make haste! There is a new young gentleman, a fine husband, in the area, and- My 
Goodness, we are yet to introduce ourselves. Alas, I must get ready; then find Mr. Weston and declare we 
are to go out right this minute. Lottie, get the servants to fetch the carriage. No! wait, I have changed my 
mind. I shall go. Oh, a gentleman I have yet to meet! This simply will not do!” 
 “I do not wish to join the party at Wrightfield,” announced Ada stubbornly, as her mother set 
down the letter on a writing desk, quite flustered. “I would much rather further my reading here; or in the 
library; or perhaps outside, on the grass. I do not wish to keep the company of Miss Barnes all afternoon. I 
simply cannot; I simply will not.” 
 “You do not have a choice in the matter!” cried her mother impatiently, “for Mr. Sherwood is 
possibly the only suitor of many whom you have not yet driven away in your endeavours to stay so 
foolishly unmarried! We must be immensely grateful to Mrs. Barnes for the invite, and you will be joining 
the party!” 
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Sophia, who likewise did not particularly wish to go, but saw that both her mother and sister were 
working themselves into another agitated state, said with haste, “we shall come to Wrightfield! We shall 
have tea with Edward and Felicity, and Mr. and Mrs. Barnes, and we shall welcome Mr. Sherwood to the 
area. I am sure he is a delightful young man!” 
Mrs. Weston, whose mind was already occupied with marriage prospects with the entirely unknown 
stranger, and who was eager to be arriving at Wrightfield most immediately, decided she was satisfied 
with this as a response, and, after repeating once more what a privilege it was to have such good friends, 
disappeared from the drawing-room. 
 
Ada, who had been quite irritated by her sister’s outburst, turned to her and declared as much, just as her 
sister put down her book.  
 “It is not right that I should have to spend a perfectly lovely day in the company of such dull 
persons!” exclaimed she. 
 “They are not dull!” responded her youngest sister instead, who, although she had yet to meet Mr. 
Edward Barnes, already held him in high regard, as she did with everyone. “I am sure they are perfectly 
lovely people, with interests and accomplishments that make for fascinating conversation.” 
 “Lottie, I am afraid you shall be sorely disappointed; for I know it is your way to see the best in all 
people, but in some people, there is none; in some people, there is just the worst. And that is the way of 
the Barnes, most especially Miss Barnes.” 
 “You think that way because you view her as your rival and have done ever since I can remember. 
But it does not need to be so. She is still a woman of great understanding, and she has been most kind to 
me on every occasion that I have met her.”  
 
Indeed, the Barnes and the Westons did meet frequently, as Mrs. Weston wished to confide all sorts in her 
friend, most notably complaints of her husband and his incompetence, and Mrs. Barnes wished to listen 
with inward glee, so that she would know Mrs. Weston, whose daughter’s where the greatest rival to her 
own, with their extortionate number of suitors, all of whom they had the audacity to turn away, was not 
as fortunate as her situation pointed her to be. All this, however, was unbeknownst to Mrs. Weston, 
although if it had come to her attention, it would have sent her into a great temper, much to the detriment 
of Mr. Weston’s nerves.  
 
 “We must greet them with politeness and converse with them all until my mother is finished 
talking to Mrs. Barnes,” said Sophia, though she was uncertain of how well her eldest sister would be in 
governing her temper. “You must at least try, Ada. We shall be out for a few hours, and if you are the one 
to uphold the conversation then I don’t doubt it will be all the more enjoyable for the whole party; you in 
particular.” 
 “I do love to lead the conversation,” agreed Ada, but her mind was now focused wholly on the 
frustration at having to spend an afternoon indoors. “I still should not like to go, though. What benefit is it 
for me to be introduced to Mr. Sherwood, only to refuse his inevitable proposal like all the rest. I have 
more than enough suitors; I do not need a single one more.” 

“But we must attend! My mother has declared it so, and Edward, at least, deserves our welcome. 
He has been gone nearly a twelve-month on his travels abroad!” 

“I doubt even now he shall have anything remotely of interest to engage me with. I expect he will 
have traveled and looked at nothing but artwork, which I find no fascination or value in. It is as dull as he, 
and I shall not entertain the possibility of seeing him again any longer!” 
 “But he has been gone such a time!” protested Sophia. Although she did not care in the slightest 
for Edward’s departure or return, she knew with certainty her mother’s reaction and temper, should their 
party fail to attend the tea at Wrightfield. “I am certain that the cultures abroad shall have made him 
infinitely more of interest to you. Or, if you do not wish to see him, then at least attend the tea to make the 
acquaintance of Mr. Sherwood. It would be wise, if he is now installed at Alderham. That is but a short 
walk from here!” 
But her sister continued to protest, with such a stubbornness in mind as Sophia was forced to glance out 
of the window momentarily to collect herself; although she was patient, she sometimes found herself with 
nerves similar to her father.  
 “Why are you so against falling in love?” said Lottie in the short pause Ada had allowed, as she too 
collected herself, though for a different reason to her sister. “Why do you insist on denying yourself the 
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happiness that is a marriage? I can assure you that to be united with a husband is the great ambition of 
mine, and I wish wholeheartedly, that you should feel as happy and as certain in this opinion as I.” 
 “I should be quite happy enough by myself,” argued Ada, who was fast growing tired of explaining 
herself and her mind so many times of late. “I have no time to waste, falling in love. The whole business is 
so long and tedious, and there are far more stimulating activities to engage in instead during that time.” 
 “So if it were quick, you would be married?” said Lottie, suddenly giddy with excitement at the 
prospect of her sister being just as happy as she, one day, was sure she would be. 
 “Pah! My mind is still made up, Lottie, and not even you shall change it.” 
 “What of you, then, Sophia? Why do you resist a marriage?” 
 “I do not wish to marry a gentleman who speaks to my father before he speaks to me. I wish to fall 
in love, and then marry, should the opportunity ever arise.” At this, Lottie smiled a great deal, as she 
believed she had won over her sister, at least partially, but in fact the opposite was true; although words to 
the effect of her statement were what she repeated to herself, Sophia knew the hearts of the men who 
sought her hand, and she knew that all they wished for was her enormous dowry, and the elevated status 
by which the marriage was accompanied, as no family nearby had quite the extensive wealth of hers. But 
privately, she knew that no man should ever see past her family's wealth, and she was thus resigned to her 
fate of remaining unmarried, although the thought did not upset her as much as it could be imagined to; 
she was secure in herself, and appreciated her privilege, and that was enough.  
 
But Ada, who believed her sister’s mind to be not nearly as strong as her own, went on in continued 
arguments that protested against attending the tea, until, at last, Sophia found herself supporting the 
beginnings of a headache, so interrupted her sister and said, with quick-thinking, as she knew she must 
end the argument before she was forced to remain home, indisposed, and thus render all of her protests to 
attend the tea entirely pointless, “well, if you do not wish to attend the tea, then so be it. I am sure Miss 
Barnes will be most overjoyed, as she will have Mr. Sherwood all to herself.” 
The implications of her comment had the desired effect, and after a moment's thought, Ada declared, “I 
shall attend the tea.” And that was that. 
 
*** 
 
The coach journey passed reasonably pleasantly, although Mrs. Weston became somewhat frantic by the 
noise of several birds which, at one point, decided to caw directly outside the carriage window. “Why, 
shoo!” she exclaimed, knocking on a glass in a manner that was quite improper; but she did not care; her 
comfort was at stake. Then, turning to her husband, whom she had decreed must join the party, despite 
his nerves, complained, “Oh, that incessant noise has given me the most dreadful headache.” Mr. Weston 
nodded his heartfelt sympathy.  
 
Ada remained quiet the whole journey, turning over the thoughts of her rival and the potential happiness 
with which she was to be rewarded, accordingly to Mrs. Barnes, although she did not believe it in the 
slightest, whilst Sophia observed her sister in a manner of subtlety to try and gauge her thoughts and, 
from there, predict her temper and likely behaviour at the tea; thus, how much apologising would be 
necessary? 
 
*** 
 
Upon arriving at Wrightfield, the Weston party was warmly welcomed and greeted with all the 
appropriate civilities by both Mr. and Mrs. Barnes, the latter of whom, an accomplished woman in 
possession of a great strength of mind, waved them inside and declared that Felicity and Edward should 
be there momentarily; then proceeded to apologise profusely for their mighty imprudence in being so 
tardy, while the former, a tall man of equally quiet disposition to Mr. Weston, demonstrated his 
agreement with an action resembling a stunted bow! 
 
Ada was disinclined to make much attempt at politeness, but after noticing her sister’s eyes upon her, 
made an even stiffer bow to Mr. Barnes and followed the servants through to the drawing-room, followed 
quickly by her sister, after she had made the necessary and extensive apologies.  
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Miss Barnes was awaiting their arrival alone, and rose to greet the two young ladies. They exchanged as 
polite a greeting as could be managed, particularly between Miss Barnes and Miss Weston; then settled in 
chairs about the room and took up various activities to pass the time.  
 “I do not see Mr. Sherwood,” observed Ada almost immediately, from her seat by the window. 
“Has he forsaken your tender affections already?” 
 “My, what a beautiful garden you have!” cried Sophia at once, leaping from her chair in the hopes 
of distracting Miss Barnes; but Miss Barnes had keen ears, and Miss Weston’s comment did not go 
unnoticed.  
 “How kind of you to remember!” said she, addressing Miss Weston with a sweet smile. “Although 
I was not aware I had yet informed you; though, naturally, word travels fast, particularly regarding such 
an interesting topic.” 
 “And lovely trees, my, what lovely trees!” 
Miss Weston looked on Miss Barnes with disdain, much to the horror of Sophia. “I am not interested in 
the topic, for neither of the subjects entertain me in the slightest; I am only mildly intrigued by the 
circumstance in which the match came to be.” 
 “And the shrubbery too! What delightful shrubbery! My, to be inside on a day like today? This 
simply will not do,” cried she, sounding ever more like her mother as her frantic state increased.  
But neither woman took notice of her, and Miss Barnes went on to say, with purposefully slow 
deliberation that only caused Miss Weston’s bitterness to grow, “The circumstances. You would like to 
know, would you? Well, I suppose, if you insist, I shall tell you.” 
 “I do not insist.” 
Miss Barnes continued anyway, “I would not go so far as to say I enraptured Mr. Sherwood right from our 
first meeting, but he might. In fact- no, he did! He did. Those were the exact words he used, when he 
spoke with me in confidence yesterday afternoon, during our stroll across the country. It was most 
pleasant indeed.” 
Ada could not imagine what was to be discussed between them, as her rival was a girl of no substance at 
all, but she shook her head and said, “then where is he now?” 
 “Why, he is preparing his carriage, of course, to travel here. Did you not hear it the first time? Oh, 
Miss Weston, are you becoming hard of hearing? That cannot be for a woman as brilliant as yourself.” 
 “It must be the constant and loud attention I receive from all my suitors,” responded she, to which 
Miss Barnes looked away, and Ada glimpsed with satisfaction, a scowl on the reflection of the 
windowpane. Sophia, having witnessed it all, felt really quite faint, and returned to her seat, the improper 
words and addresses still racing through her mind. However, Ada’s triumph was short-lived, as no sooner 
had she picked up her book and begun to read, than another young lady appeared at the door and all 
present company were forced to rise and greet her. The lady was Miss Colton, the eldest of a neighbouring 
household, and, in fact, a distant relative of Miss Barnes’. She was a reasonably handsome lady, with a 
mind and demeanor much like that of her distant cousin, though she was deemed far less of a threat by 
Miss Weston for no reason other than she was not as well known to her.  
 “The Miss Westons!” she cried, before entering the room; and then, “Gracious! What beautiful 
pictures you hold in your possession, Felicity!” She looked up, forgetting quite about her present 
company, and took several turns about the room.  “I do not believe I shall be able to focus my attention on 
anywhere else but the walls,” she declared. “For this art- these are truly wonderful creations. They are 
new, if I am not mistaken?” 
 “You are quite right,” said Miss Barnes proudly. “Edward bought a great deal of art back from 
France. He is quite the enthusiastic painter, you know. It has been good for him, I think, to take the trip.” 
 “And how is your brother?” said Miss Colton at once, settling in an empty chair, her gaze fixed 
wholly on Miss Barnes. The artwork was henceforth forgotten.  
 “He is doing excellently; and all the more better for his travels, though I missed him a great deal 
whilst he was gone.” 
Ada could not see what there was to be missed, but decided to hold her tongue so as to bide her time, 
speculating over the situation regarding Mr. Sherwood. Sophia, who had taken to fanning herself lightly 
with the edge of a page of paper, listened half-heartedly to the ongoing conversation between Miss Barnes 
and her newest companion and wondered what of her own youngest sister and parents, as well as the 
young man whom they had yet to be introduced.  
 
*** 
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Much of the morning was spent in similar manner, until, at last, a servant arrived and interrupted the 
conversation, which had now moved to the subject of Edward’s most recent attachments, something 
which Sophia could not quite believe was being discussed so openly in front of herself, as she was not 
particularly intimate with either of the Barnes children, and of which Ada took no notice of, apart from 
pulling the occasional face, hidden behind the covers of her book; the conversation served only to further 
solidify her views on the dullness of the family, and make her quite determined never to return to 
Wrightfield, no matter the decrees or comments of the rest of her party.  
 
After being led outside, the young ladies found all manner of tea things arranged on a table that had 
evidently been removed from the house for the occasion.  
 “Charlotte said that you wished to spend the afternoon outside, Miss Weston, and I could frankly 
not agree more,” said Mrs. Barnes on their arrival, seated at the far end of the table with a teacup in hand, 
beside Mrs. Weston. Their husbands were nowhere to be seen. “This weather is absolutely glorious! I 
cannot believe it is almost the end of summer. It has flown by mighty quickly, quite as usual. I cannot 
seem to keep track of time at all!” And she laughed a short, loud laugh before recovering herself and 
saying, “come, come, help yourselves. There is many a tea, many a sandwich to choose from.”  
 
The young ladies stepped forwards to collect their preferred sandwiches.  
 “Gracious! This tea looks to be most delicious!” remarked Miss Colton, much to the pleasure of 
Mrs. Barnes. “I expect I will be drinking nothing else all afternoon.” 
 “In that endeavour, you are most welcome,” replied Mrs. Barnes. “There is plenty of tea, plenty of 
tea.” 
 “And will Mr. Barnes be joining us for tea?” 
 “I highly doubt that on principle,” said Mrs. Barnes, and let out another of her laughs. “No- my 
dear; he has taken Charlotte on a stroll across the country. They have been gone not twenty minutes, so I 
should not expect their return for several hours yet.” 
 “Ah.” Miss Colton grew quiet as she sat down in her chair, then said before anybody else could 
speak, “Twenty minutes, you say?” 
 “Exactly.” 
 “And they headed off in which direction?”  
 “That way, my dear,” said Mrs. Barnes, pointing towards a number of rolling hills in the distance, 
dotted with forests of sparse trees.  
 “Why, do you wish to go for a stroll too? I am sure that Felicity would take no greater pleasure than in 
accompanying you.” 
 Miss Barnes appeared momentarily conflicted, and Sophia suspected she was hesitant, lest her 
newest acquaintance at last appear. She did not think her sister caught the flicker of her countenance, but 
she was wrong; Ada had been observing Miss Barnes with a very sharp eye, and saw the conflict as 
evidence that she did indeed pose a threat to Miss Barnes’ happiness. With that revelation, the sun shone 
very much brighter, and the surrounding landscape seemed infinitely more picturesque. Ada determined, 
within herself, that she would in fact, be interested to meet Mr. Sherwood, and perhaps strike up a 
conversation, should he feel in need of respite from the taxing pretense of being affectionate to Miss 
Barnes.  
 
But just as Miss Barnes began to nod her consent to the suggestion, Miss Colton declared that her 
company would not be necessary; that she knew these paths well enough, having visited the property a 
great deal, and would be perfectly fine to walk alone. But Mrs. Barnes inspaisted, even though Miss Colton 
argued she would likely be walking at a very fast pace, and so it was resolved that the two would walk as 
far as the lake together, and then Miss Colton would continue on alone if she so pleased. Thus, the two 
women departed, leaving behind their untouched teas and sandwiches.  
 “So, tell me, what of your husband?” said Mrs. Barnes, drinking her tea. “You were partway 
through your tale of last night, were you not? About his incompetence?” 
 “Aha! I was indeed. But now is not the time for such tales.” decided Mrs. Weston, a cheerful smile 
replacing her usually vexed or frantic countenance. She had had enough counselling from her friend that 
she felt quite better, and went on to say, “What I wish to know is when this mysterious young gentleman is 
arriving.” 
Mrs. Barnes' spirits visibly fell upon the change of subject, and Ada once more took pride in the fact that 
she was deemed a threat to the marriage of her rival and a man, it seemed, who was perfect. She grew ever 
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more curious, and listened intently as Mrs. Barnes began to describe the nature of the man. “He is most 
gentlemanlike, and has been ever since Arthur knew him as a boy. His manners are easy, unaffected, and 
he has one of the most handsome countenance I have ever seen.” 
 “And what of his mind?” said Ada. “Is he dull?” 
Mrs. Barnes let out her short laugh. “Dull? Dull? My dear- absolutely not. I do not recall Mr. Sherwood, on 
any occasion over the time of our acquaintance, to have been anything close to dull. And I should not 
imagine him to be anything close to it in the future.” Then she stopped and checked herself, casting an eye 
over all the Weston women. Neither of their three faces, however, appeared to yield anything she deemed 
undesirable or alarming, and so she continued, though in a more cautious and guarded manner, “it has 
been said amongst the ladies that he has five thousand pounds a year, so it can be forgiven, I hope, if I 
speak carefully.” 
 “Naturally,” replied Mrs. Weston, “but let us not talk of income,” for she knew that any talk of 
money would likely both bore her daughters and shred what little interest they both appeared to have 
invested in the man. The only way to convince either of her girls to marry was either if Mr. Weston 
stopped being so incompetent, and made them see sense! or if they found a man with decent character, 
with whom they could have intellectual discussions as often as they pleased; because she knew her 
daughters fancied themselves both to be clever, and much cleverer than her, most often. But before she 
could ask any further questions, there was a small fuss, it appeared, inside the house, and then the back 
doors opened to reveal two gentlemen, both tall and incredibly handsome, with fine clothes and even finer 
posture.  
 “I do apologise most profusely!” exclaimed the first, whom Sophia deemed to be ever so slightly 
taller and handsomer. “I found myself lacking in horses due to some great organizational mishaps. Such 
has been my week!” The ladies all stood; then exchanged the necessary civilities before both gentlemen 
were welcomed to the table, and sat one each beside the Miss Westons.  
 “Well, Mr. Sherwood, it is a pleasure to receive you here,” announced Mrs. Barnes, taking a drink 
of her tea, “and I do hope your week hasn’t been as mightily manic as you alluded to it being just the other 
day.” 
 “I can assure you,” said the taller, handsomer man, with a small twinkle in his eye, “if anything, it 
has been infinitely more manic.” 
 “How dreadful!” exclaimed Mrs. Barnes, and proceeded to conduct the necessary introductions, 
finally introducing the man seated beside Ada as Mr. Wallace, apparently a close friend of Mr. 
Sherwood’s, though about whose own character, Ada had not been given the faintest clue. But before 
either she or her sister could ask any questions at all, Mrs. Barnes began a relentless line of questioning 
for the two gentlemen, though each question was answered only by Mr. Sherwood, and thus the Miss 
Westons had to content their curiosities with the few smiles that passed them as Mr. Sherwood engaged 
himself, in good humour, with Mrs. Barnes in conversations. As is the way of any mother with a daughter 
on the brink of marriage, Mrs. Barnes adopted a strategy to ward off those who wished to compete for the 
attentions of the man, and forced upon Mr. Sherwood subject after subject of increasingly dull nature. 
Sophia was wise to her design, but could do nothing but wait, which proved easy enough; Ada, on the 
other hand, did not quite grasp the situation, and instead found herself becoming increasingly bored and 
impatient, as she wished to discuss at length the manner of Mr. Sherwood’s acquaintance to Miss Barnes. 
It caused her great pain to hold her tongue, and when at last she was certain she would surely cry out in 
protest over the dull conversation, she was saved by the appearance of a servant, who called inside Mrs. 
Barnes in slight panic to attend to one of her younger children, of whom she had four, and with great 
reluctance did she leave the party at the table. Mrs. Weston, on seeing the expressions of her daughters’ 
faces along with the perfection of the opportunity for them all to become acquainted, and then, in future, 
marry, was quick to follow her friend inside, wishing the four young people good afternoon, and nodding 
her welcome once more to the two gentlemen.  
 
Then she was gone, and they were left alone. Mr. Sherwood turned to address the group, but before he 
could speak, Ada said, “is it quite true that you were ‘enraptured’ by Miss Barnes the first time you did 
meet?” 
Mr. Sherwood did not quite know how to respond, and Sophia jumped in immediately, already supporting 
a great headache, and begged the forgiveness for her sister’s impropriety. But after a moment’s pause as 
he recollected himself, Mr. Sherwood turned first to Sophia, then to Ada, and with a nod at each, said, “I 
have always felt it prudent to wait, at least, for a person to finish their tea before you spring upon them 
the strangest questions. May I please finish my tea?” 
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Sophia saw the playful glint in his eye as he looked back at her, so she nodded solemnly, with great relief, 
but Ada opened her mouth once again to speak; then paused upon the vigorous headshaking of her sister. 
But Ada was of a strong mind, and she was governed by her feelings, and those alone. She did not take the 
advice of others, even if it was to save her from disgrace.  
 “What exactly are your feelings for Miss Barnes?” she asked. “Are you to be engaged?” 
Mr. Sherwood almost choked on his tea, and was hastily offered a napkin by Sophia, which he took with 
much gratitude and wiped across his mouth. His cheeks had flushed, so he took another moment to 
compose himself, whilst Sophia cast several looks of warning at her sister.  
Then the man cleared his throat.  
 “I was unaware, first of all, that my acquaintance with Miss Barnes was so well known, and 
second of all, that my acquaintance with Miss Barnes has amounted to such speculation and scrutiny that 
it is believed we are to be married.” 
 “So you are not?” 
 “At present, I do not believe myself to be on the brink of proposal,” he said, that glint in his eye 
shining bright enough for Sophia to witness with clarity, in the brilliant afternoon sunshine. 
 “But you could be, perhaps in time?” pressed her sister. 
Mr. Sherwood looked her over with a curious eye, before saying, “I am quite certain, given time, that all is 
possible and even, perhaps, plausible. But I cannot speak with any truth about the matters at present, for 
although I have known of Miss Barnes for many years, I have only recently had the fortune of making her 
acquaintance.” 
At this, Mr. Wallace, who was seated beside Miss Weston, shook his head, and said, with a quiet but cool 
voice, “and how very fortunate you are to meet her.” 
 “You do not find her to be pleasing?” said Ada immediately, upon realising the meaning of his 
words. It was the first time she had heard him speak thus far, and although she had quite made up her 
mind that he did not speak because he was dull, and had nothing of note- no, nothing at all of which to 
speak of, or add to the conversation so that they might begin to understand his character, she was 
suddenly intrigued by him, and turned in her seat. “You find her to be dull, do you?” 
 “I find her lacking in character and manners,” said he in response, and Ada could not help but 
find herself overjoyed at this revelation. “She is a woman of great wealth, and no doubt an even greater 
upbringing, and she speaks of subjects that do occasionally appear to be of interest; but this past week, 
she has said but two words to me; ignored me most entirely, though I acknowledged her well enough, and 
with great civilities; she found herself preoccupied by my companion here, and although I cannot hold 
that against her, for that would be dreadfully unfair of me, I do believe she should have afforded me the 
same manners that I did afford her.” 
 “I quite agree!” cried Miss Weston. “She is quite an insufferable creature, is she not? Pah! yes, you 
find her quite as insufferable as I, I see. I expect it is because she sorely lacks any suitors at all; that she 
has had no practice on how to correctly behave before a gentleman. Or perhaps, more likely, she is just 
lacking in manners. I find that to be more than likely.” She nodded in emphasis; then continued, “but I, 
much in contrast with her- I have a great deal of suitors and know precisely the correct conduct before a 
gentleman. And you, Mr. Wallace, are quite the gentleman.” 
 “I should thank you kindly for the compliment,” replied Mr. Wallace, inclining his head with a 
smile, “I should afford you all the same manner of compliment, for you are a fine lady of excellent mind.” 
And so they continued their discourse. As they spoke, Sophia watched with amusement as her sister’s 
countenance, and that of Mr. Wallace, began to shine brighter than before. She continued in polite 
discussion with Mr. Sherwood, whose humorous nature she was fast taking a liking to.  
 
After another hour, Mr. Sherwood announced that the four should take a stroll together, as he remarked 
on the fortunes of their good weather. The Miss Westons quickly agreed, and the party set off, walking in 
two pairs; with Miss Weston and Mr. Wallace in front, the former of whom deliberately suggested a walk 
in the opposite direction to the path by which Miss Colton and Miss Barnes had travelled, lest they run 
into either creature, and Sophia and Mr. Sherwood walking several paces behind.  
 
It was a very pleasant walk they took, through the forest beside the house, and allowed for a great deal of 
conversation regarding nature and all things of beauty. The party walked for about an hour before the 
conversation between Sophia and Mr. Sherwood turned to the subject of Miss Barnes once again, and 
Sophia felt Mr. Sherwood to be in possession of such good nature that she asked him for his reflections of 
the young lady.  
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 “She is an intelligent individual,” he replied. “And seems, to me, to be well-mannered; although I 
disliked how dreadfully she did treat my excellent friend, Mr. Wallace; even after I entreated her to make 
his acquaintance, she would not.” 
 “She is of a strong mind, much like my sister,” said Sophia; then turning to Mr. Sherwood, she 
apologised once again, as she had been doing much the last hour, for her sister’s ill-mannered 
speculations and intrusions on the matters of his heart earlier in the afternoon. Once again, Mr. Sherwood 
assured her that she need not be so apologetic, and that he was a man quite used to being speculated over. 
 “Not that, by that, I mean to say I am conceited,” he cried suddenly. “I am not; though assuring 
you in that must make you think that I am. No- I only meant to say that as a single gentleman, I find 
myself most frequently to be surrounded by equally single young ladies, all in want of a husband. No- I 
did not mean to sound so conceited again. Ah! You must forgive me. I cannot speak my mind on occasions 
when I find myself to be in such excellent company.”  
Sophia blushed and assured him profusely that she did not think him conceited in the slightest; quite the 
opposite, in fact, she found him to be quite modest; as they conversed, he had talked of many sports and 
activities with which he took great pleasure in engaging in; though he assured her he was of average skill- 
nothing of note-  she recognised the sparkle in his eye that alluded to the opposite, though he would not 
say it.  
 
In a moment of silence, they walked further; then she said, at last, overcoming her blush as best she could 
manage, that she found him, too, to be excellent company. He accepted the compliment with immense 
gratitude, blushing as equally red as Sophia. Then he asked her to speak of herself, and they talked for 
much of the walk about her character; then his character; then of her family, and at last arrived on the 
subject of her suitors. 
 
Sophia did not wish to sound conceited when she revealed the sheer number of gentlemen who called at 
her house, and told Mr. Sherwood as much, but he assured that that was not the case in the least; that he 
was perfectly unsurprised by the fact; that he was more surprised that she was yet to be married. 
 “I did not find what I sought in any suitor that visited my father for my hand,” she admitted to her 
companion, for now, as they had been in conversation for such a great length of time, she felt as though he 
were an old acquaintance of hers; a friend whom she knew most intimately; he, of course, shared the 
sentiment exactly, and found the conversation to flow so smoothly, and the young woman before him to 
be of such good humour and gentle character, that he was inclined to ask for what exactly it was she 
sought; so that he might give it to her, he thought privately.  
 
But by his question, Sophia assumed his intention for its asking quite correctly, and blushed, before 
revealing she wished to marry for love, not for marriage. Mr. Sherwood expressed his quiet approval at 
the sentiment, and said, “I believe that love should be the only foundation for a marriage, though much of 
society would disagree with me there. I am glad we are of one mind in that.” 
 “Most definitely,” said she, quite unable, still, to overcome her blush.  
 
The rest of the walk passed with increasing pleasantness, and Mr. Sherwood and Sophia discussed a great 
deal of topics, frequently returning to reflect on matters of the heart before observing the nature around 
them, remarking on the countryside, or stopping to take a short respite. In front of them, Miss Weston 
and Mr. Wallace walked, most often in rather one-sided conversation; though this manner of discourse 
was greatly approved of by both individuals. They discussed all manner of topics and found themselves to 
be in agreement on almost everything, and so, by the time the walk was up, both Miss Westons had 
decided in their opinions of the gentlemen with whom they walked.  
But emerging from the path, they were stopped short by Miss Barnes, who, striding towards them said to 
Sophia with clear irritation, “I see that you have met my darling Mr. Sherwood. I wished to introduce you; 
I am greatly upset that I did not get the chance to.” 
 
Though a flicker in her countenance caused Sophia to suspect her irritation to be more due to jealousy 
than any other emotion or situation. Not wanting to aggravate her further, however, she began to 
apologise most profusely for the actions of being introduced without her; but before her explanation could 
get very far at all, Mr. Sherwood stepped in and announced that there was no need for apologies; he was 
quite happy with their introduction, all the more pleased with their brilliant discourse over the course of 
the walk, and declared rather boldly that he should like very much to keep the company of Miss Sophia 
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Weston once again, perhaps for a lunch at Alderham, should she accept the offer, and he would be both 
exceedingly grateful and humbled if she should.  
 
Sophia blushed most brightly and accepted the offer with giddy excitement; much to the horror of Miss 
Barnes, whose design to stay behind and not accompany Miss Colton to the lake was to ensure that Mr. 
Sherwood was not introduced to Sophia Weston, as Miss Barnes knew, though she thought Miss Weston 
to be perfectly horrid, that it was her sister whom she must be wary of, regarding her suitors; her mother 
felt much the same way. Miss Barnes promptly left the party in great distress to reveal to her mother all 
that had happened, and the Miss Westons made their way back to the house to find their carriage awaiting 
them outside.  
 
With hasty goodbyes, the Weston party departed. The coach ride was loud; Mrs. Weston demanded to 
know every detail and manner in which her dear daughter’s regarded their newest acquaintances, though 
neither revealed a thing; Sophia wished to keep the matters of her heart private from her mother, and Ada 
did not wish to give her mother the satisfaction of knowing her heart; but, unable to keep her mind to 
herself any longer, she declared with the most certain and determined voice to her sister, once they had 
arrived back at Pembrooke, upon entering their bedroom, “I declare myself to be very much in love, and I 
wish to be married most immediately. I shall not be beaten by Miss Barnes in anything, least of all in 
marriage; and Mr. Wallace is to be the perfect husband. He is quiet, not dull- yes, he is merely a man who 
knows precisely when to speak; and we are of the same mind on everything. He understands me 
perfectly!” And on she continued, at length, to describe the positives of Mr. Wallace, repeating again and 
again with increasingly fervent certainty that the two should be married. Sophia saw her sister’s delight, 
and it affected her in such a way that, with her own immense enthusiasm, she burst forth with her own 
declaration, saying, “I believe I too have fallen in love; I too wish to marry!” 
 “And who with? Oh- Mr. Sherwood!” cried her sister, with sudden realisation. “Why yes! A most 
excellent match, for many a reason!” 
The sisters rejoiced in their newfound happiness; when they were calmer, though still giddy with delight, 
Sophia decided to make for the library and confide in her father, though Ada decided against revealing her 
heart or designs to any other before she could boast her engagement to them, which she knew would 
occur before very long at all, as Mr. Wallace would not wish to compete with all of her suitors for any 
length of time.  
 
However, Sophia did not find her father in the library, and thus decided to sit in the drawing-room, along 
with her eldest sister, and to continue their conversation about the nature of the gentlemen. But their 
conversation was cut short by the appearance of Lottie, who flung herself into an empty chair and began 
sobbing uncontrollably.  
 
Sophia leapt from her chair immediately and made to comfort her, stroking her hair and pleading for an 
explanation, whilst at the same time offering the kindest and most gentle words in an attempt to calm her 
sobs. Ada picked up a book and held her tongue, which was the greatest comfort Lottie could have been 
afforded by her. At length, Lottie’s crying lessened, and she declared at last, in a voice quite hysterical, 
“Alas! I am never to marry!” 
 “Good gracious! What do you mean by this?” cried Sophia, wondering if her sister had become 
quite ill from her long walk that afternoon. 
 “Mr. Barnes is perfectly horrid!” cried her sister, “and he is exactly as dull as you did warn of me! 
Oh- how I should have listened to you! He kept me so incredibly bored for the entire afternoon, and I 
should never like to see him again! Oh- how I should have listened to you! A marriage to any gentleman- 
you are perfectly correct. They are dull! Dull! I declare all of them truly, utterly and completely dull! Oh- 
you are so much older and wiser, and far, far more sensible. Oh- how I should have listened to you. But 
no- now I have seen sense; I should never, ever, ever like to marry!” And with that, she leapt from her seat 
and ran from the room, much to the great horror of her sister, who turned back and said to Ada, “Oh! how 
terribly troubled she is. How awful!” 
 “She speaks the truth,” replied Ada, setting down her book as Lottie’s sobs echoed from up the 
staircase. “I did not even see him at Wrightfield, and yet I was still bored by his presence.” 
Sophia did not know how to respond, so said nothing; instead, she rushed for the door, but could go no 
further, as an entirely one-sided row had started up between Mrs. Weston and her husband in the 
hallway. 
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 “Mr. Weston!” cried her mother, most hysterical. “Oh, how your incompetence thwarts me once 
again! I have tried most desperately all afternoon to aid our daughters in their efforts to marry; to change 
their minds. And you did not help in the slightest! Oh, how could you have allowed this to happen? You 
have not one, not two but three daughters who have all exclaimed and promised and sworn never to 
marry any gentleman! Alas, where am I to reside upon your passing on. I shall have nowhere to go! Oh, it 
is the greatest tragedy of all! No daughters to be married. Mr. Weston, you have rendered me useless with 
your overwhelming incompetency; how am I to raise our three daughters properly if you insist on 
persuading them against marriage. Do you wish them to avoid it? Aha! You do! Oh, I expect that is how 
you spend your time with Mr. Barnes, is it not? Oh, oh! Discussing all the agonies of your marriage with 
Mr. Barnes? Aha! How it pains me you should think this to be an acceptable, tolerable, at all kind way to 
spend your time. Oh! To speak behind my back in such a manner! It is the height of insult. Oh! Do not 
interrupt me! You have said quite enough, I rather think,” she cried in the most hysterical manner, much 
like her youngest daughter, as Mr. Weston listened in horror.  
 
He had not said anything of the sort about his wife, nor would he ever. In fact, quite the opposite was 
true; Mr. Weston and Mr. Barnes had spent their time discussing all the positive attributes of their wives, 
though there were very few, and the gentleman tended to converse around in circles for whole afternoons, 
as they were far too frightened to discuss the true nature of their wives, lest one or both of them should 
overhear.  
 
But the truth on any account did not matter to Mrs. Weston, and she continued, in her most hysterical 
state, “Oh, how could you let this happen, Mr. Weston. How could you let us go to Wrightfield? That Mr. 
Barnes has robbed my youngest daughter of all her sensibilities! Oh, I shall never, ever visit Mrs. Barnes 
again!” And after declaring Mr. Weston to be most incompetent for having allowed such a tragic situation 
to arise, Mrs. Barnes turned and ascended the stairs, complaining loudly of a headache.  
 
Sophia knew not what to do, so took her sister and herself back to their bedroom, where they dressed and 
went to bed early; both of them, though quite calmed by the sudden tears of their sister, and hysterical 
outburst of their mother, still rejoiced, in private, the developments of that afternoon. Lottie continued 
her crying late into the night; but was quickly comforted by the realisation that neither her sisters wanted 
to or were married, and they were so much older than she that it was a certainty that she would be able to 
remain happily unmarried for the rest of her days. Mr. Weston went to the library, nursing a dreadful 
headache, and absorbed himself in a book, feeling at a complete loss as to what to do to appease his wife 
from the very great failure, which was, of course, entirely his fault; only he could be blamed. Mrs. Weston 
went to bed early but could not sleep at all; so vexed and agitated was she by Mr. Weston’s incompetency. 
She resolved that she must make known her tragedy and discuss Mr. Weston’s numerous flaws at length 
with somebody, though it could not be Mrs. Barnes. That much was certain. 
 
The next morning, however, she took one look at her husband and was forced to summon a carriage for 
Wrightfield; such was her hysteria. Seeing this, Mr. Weston retreated to the library, as was his custom, 
and took up a book. He knew not what to do about either his wife or his daughters, because it was well 
known to him that when a woman has declared her mind, nothing at all can persuade her to think 
otherwise. And so he did nothing. 

 

 

 


